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Your

October 2020

Feedline

Virtual October 8th Meeting Via Zoom

President’s Message
It is a privilege to serve as your NPARC President once again. We have a difficult year ahead
of us due to the COVID virus, at the same time, we have both challenges and opportunities
to keep NPARC functioning and successful.
Our primary challenge right now is to get our membership numbers up to where we left off
last year. At the end of June we had 62 members, right now, we are down to 27 members. I
know we have only had one meeting, however we need to receive dues from those that want
to renew memberships as they are what helps fund the club.
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One reason that dues are so important is we have been forced to cancel our Big Event in
February due to COVID. As you know, the Big Event and club dues are our main sources of
income for NPARC. Without the Big Event we could be very short in operational funds for
the year.
You can send your dues in via check by mail, Paypal, or bring cash to any executive member. If
you want to use Paypal, contact John at treasurer@nparc.ca and he will assist in getting that
completed. There is also going to be a Tailgate Sale on October 17th at the Black Creek
Community Centre. This will be another opportunity to pay your memberships. So please,
let’s get those dues in as soon as possible.
Having said that, it is not all bad news. We are looking at possibly holding a spring or early
summer outdoor “Ham Fest” at a venue that will support covered space for commercial
vendors and provide enough room for tailgate or table sales. So DO NOT GIVE UP HOPE.
We can get through this successfully.
Until we are allowed to hold indoor meetings we are going to continue with the virtual
meetings. While I am writing my message, I was just informed that we now have a full Zoom
account. We can have a club meeting without being timed out or having to restart every 45
minutes.
There is also a unique opportunity here with virtual meetings. It is much easier to have guest
speakers provide presentations to us without having to travel. Remember we had Dana Shtun
(VE3DS) give a presentation back in 2019. That was a long drive for him to come down but
with having virtual presentations we have an opportunity for more speakers at the monthly
meetings.
We are still going to have small group events. Our Tech Nights will continue, participation in
contests, and ARES related exercises. There is a Basic Class of eight students going on right
now at Black Creek. We had a great time running our Field Day as individual stations. We
may be able to expand on this idea for other events such as Winter Field Day.
I know I am somewhat longwinded but I want to ensure each of you that we will get through
this year and come out as successful as we always have been. I will be giving a short
presentation at this month’s meeting on “Navigating the Year with Success.” NPARC is
working on its 72nd year as a club. The club has had some difficult times in the past and I have
no doubt we will continue on.

Steve Riddle VA3FLF President
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SEPTEMBER’S MEETING SAW 21 ATTEND

_______________________________________________________________
FROM THE TREASURER’S DESK
Well I was asked many years ago if I could count numbers. I answered yes and was quickly
congratulated on becoming the new treasurer of a radio club of which I was a former
member. The income forecast for the current year is not optimistic due to the current
pandemic putting a damper on the club’s fundraising activities. We are fortunate though, to
have membership renewals coming in and have funds available to cover mandatory expenses
such as RAC insurance,VE3NRS site hosting, PO Box rental, supporting a deserving E. L.
Crossley student with a bursary, and supplemental expenses at Black Creek Community
Centre to maintain a safe environment for new hams and our instructors. The executive has
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decided to procure a fulsome web meeting no time limit Zoom license that will certainly be
an improvement over the no charge Webex limited to 50 minute sessions.
Our 2020-21 opening bank balance is nicely a healthy one. We will need to be prudent in our
spending and I believe we will come out of this ok.

John Lorenc, Treasurer, VE3WM

____________________________________________________________________

If you plan to attend the flea market in Stevensville check nparc.ca for last
minute updates. Late Covid rule changes could affect staging this event.
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Battery Metrics of the Yaesu FT-70DR
With permission from Chris Peterson K9EQ

The FT-70DR doesn’t actually know the star of charges the battery. It only
knows the voltage - which can be misleading while the battery is being
charged. The Battery Management uUnit within the battery pack is
responsible for managing the charging and discharging of the battery. While
computers and smart phones generally use the BMU to display state of
charge, I’ve never seen an HT that does that.
You are correct that the charging and discharging of the battery level, it
displays a timed barograph that slowly fills in since the HT has no data from
the BMU.
Also note that the first several charge/discharge cycles on a Li-ion battery
will be vastly different from the subsequent cycles. The first couple of cycles
are needed to condition the battery. Generally capacity will increase for the
first few cycles.

To have the battery last as long as possible:
1.) Don’t over discharge the battery. My rule of thumb is to stop using the
battery (if convenient) when the Rx voltage reaches 7.4V. At this point 80% of the battery
capacity has ben used. Most of the capacity is given up between 7.4 and 8.0 volts.
2.) Don’t charge a hot battery. Heat is the enemy of Li-ion. It really likes nice, comfortable
room temperature around 70F/20C. Best not to leave it in the sun in a parked car!!!
3.) Don’t overcharge. It’s fine to pull the battery out of the charger before it is fully charged.
Generally the last 10% (8.0V+) goes slower because of the reduced charge current. Pulling it
out 8.0V will extend the number of charge cycles and have very little impact on stored
capacity.
4.) Avoid using 5 watts. At high power the radio generates a lot of heat - with the heat sink
right up against the battery. It also places greatest demand on the battery, especially if the
battery is more than 70% discharged. The higher discharge current also creates more internal
internal heating within the battery.
Enjoy the FT-70DR. It’s a great radio!!!
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NPARC General Meeting September 10, 2020
Held in the parking lot at the Niagara Region Building - 21 in attendance.
Membership dues were accepted by Treasurer John Lorenc before the meeting called to
order at 7:20pm.
Glen VE3NWD and Geddie VE3CJX were the nominating committee for the current
executive year. They received an email from Clayton VE3AUO withdrawing his name from the
ballot, so the 2020-2021 executive has been accepted by acclamation as follows:
President: Steve Riddle VA3FLF
Vice President: Henry Jarzyna VA3OV
Secretary: April Lewis VE3BHG
Treasurer: John Lorenc VA3WM
We are still seeking a Public Relations representative.
Dennis Surek moved that the new executive be accepted, with Lloyd Kubis VE3ERQ as
seconder. All were in favour.
The Field Day prize draw for the Yaesu FTM 7250D was won by Denis Cahill VE30N0. Photos
from our Field Day were featured in the current issue of TCA magazine.
The Round Robin Net on VE3RAF was very popular this summer. We had eight to 15 checkins most times. Special thanks to Jack VE3ZPW, Roy VE3OQP, John VA3WM, Eric VA3ETN,
Henry VA3OV, and Kevin VE3RRH for acting as net moderators.
The E.L. Crossley bursary was awarded to Ty Greenwood. We received a thank you note
from him. He was featured in the September Feedline.
Black Creek Community Center has had to purchase special cleaning supplies in order to
comply with COVID-19 guidelines, so they have to pass on the extra cost to us for the use of
the facility for training. We have eight registered for the current New Ham class which
started tonight.
We will be hosting a Tailgate Treasures event in the parking lot of Black Creek on October
17th. Proceeds will go toward the installation of the 75-foot tower the club has acquired.
Contact Henry Jarzyna VA3OV if you are interested in participating. Meeting was adjourned
at 8:05pm.

April Lewis, Secretary, VE3BHG
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The First Ever Niagara Falls Santa Claus Parade
Drive By Experience!
Niagara Falls Santa Parade - Saturday, Nov. 14, 2020
Queen Street 3:00 pm – 5:00 pm.
We have been invited to provide Radio Communications at the Niagara Falls Drive Through
Santa Claus Parade this Novemeber.
Because of the need for distancing the organizers have instituted a very different view of the
parade. This year the performers will assemble and perform on the Queen St. sidewalks, with
each group suitably distanced from the next. The public will remain in their vehicles and drive
from Victoria Ave., East on Queen St. & disperse. There will be no opportunity for fans to
stop at any particular performing group. Our job will be to look out for the well being of
performers & viewers.You may arrive on site for assignments starting at 1pm. No later than
2:30pm.
NPARC will have a Net Control station at our usual location, the junction of Queen St, &
Valley Way. Twelve or more volunteers with HT radios & spare batteries will be needed.
Should more of you be available there are plenty locations where your skills can be utilized.

Please email David VE3RNF at david_j@bell.net

____________________________________________________________
CLUB NET ON VE3NRS
Every Wednesday at 8 pm. 147.240 + 107.2 tone
If you wish to be a net controller, just ask.
____________________________________________________________
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OVER TO ME ……
This won’t be a column about my ham radio adventures. Instead it’s about skill I learned as a
youth. At a summer camp on Lake Simcoe, I learned the art of sailing. I enjoyed the
experience so much I even bought a 19 ft locally built Freedom class, Dutch designed, keel
boat with my first few paycheques. After a few summers of sailing out Port Dalhousie I
moved away from the sport and concentrated on my job as a news photographer. In the mid
80’s a friend asked my to fly to Georgetown in the Bahamas to take photos for a brochure he
was developing for a new venture. So after 20 years I was back on the water, this time
aboard the amazing Morgan Out-Island 41’ ketch.
The first thing I noticed was the Caribbean Sea was not like Lake Ontario in February. The
water was so blue and the breezes so warm. This was reinforced on a sail crossing the gulf
stream from Nassau to Fort Lauderdale. I couldn’t believe the lack of clarity in the water as
we approached Florida. Underwater visibility in parts of the Caribbean can be 100 feet or
more.
One of the more interesting spots we visited was English Harbour on the south shore of
Antigua. Here the British Royal Navy anchored warships in the small protected harbour
beginning in the late 1600’s. Admiral Horatio Nelson was stationed there from 1784 through
1787. A small stone dry dock was used to repair the naval ships. It was obvious Man o’war
vessels were small when you viewed the narrow enclosure.
Our ketch was a comfortable cruiser with a large centre cockpit. But there was minimal
navigation equipment. A single VHF marine radio, a large lighted helmsman compass and a salt
stained radio directional finder. Our skipper was my friend’s partner in what turned out as a
one-vessel rental operation. He was a general aviation pilot and was a caution type, watching
the weather as we sailed across the never ending sky blue water. I spent many an hour
observing how he set sails, approached harbours and the logistics of anchoring.
In the 80’s there was no GPS for guidance, just your memory of previous trips and a small
booklet called the Yachtsman Guide that sailors used to safely arrive at their next destination.
One important aid to navigation in the Caribbean was Radio Antilles, a 200,000 watt AM
broadcast station located on the Island of Montserrat. Known as the Big RA, it provided a
nightly radio beacon for your RDF. Since 1963 thousands of commercial and cruising vessels
used this station and others to quickly triangulate their position until modern positioning
satellites took over. Recently I talked to our skipper and he mentioned he passed Montserrat
shortly after the 1995 volcanic eruption that left half the island destroyed and without a
profitable tourist industry.
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Sadly my winter sailing adventures ended after a few years back in the 80’s. I have been
tempted but have no plans to venture out on one those, multi storey, floating hotels called
cruise boats to revisit the ports of my past. I would rather dangle my feet in the warm water
from a small boat than attend the Captain’s Welcome Aboard cocktail party in a sports jacket.

Denis Cahill FEEDLINE Editor VA3ONO

A Radio Antilles QSL Card from back in the day.
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